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SUMMARY
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and its Scientific Panel on Biological Hazards were asked by the European Commission (EC) to provide an assessment on (1) the existence of new available data which could provide evidence of any epidemiological or molecular link between classical and/or atypical scrapie and Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSEs) in humans and on (2) the performance of the current discriminatory analytical methods used for further examination of TSE positive cases in small ruminants and their ability to differentiate Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) from known atypical and/or classical scrapie strains.

The experts of the Scientific Panel on Biological Hazards examined the previous opinions of the Scientific Steering Committee (SSC) and of EFSA as well as new scientific information published. The experts of the BIOHAZ panel concluded that there is no evidence for an epidemiological or molecular link between classical and/or atypical scrapie and TSEs in humans. The BSE agent is the only TSE agent identified as zoonotic. However, in view of their diversity, it is currently not possible to exclude transmissibility to humans of other animal TSE agents. Furthermore, the current discriminatory tests as described in the EC legislation to be used for discrimination between scrapie and BSE appear, up to now, to be reliable for the differentiation of BSE from classical and atypical scrapie. However, at the current stage of scientific knowledge, neither their diagnostic sensitivity nor their specificity can be assumed to be perfect.

1. BACKGROUND

One of the strategic goals of the TSE roadmap prepared by the European Commission (EC, 2005) is a review of the TSE eradication measures in small ruminants taking into account the new diagnostic tools available but ensuring the level of consumer protection. In the framework of this TSE roadmap, the Commission started in the beginning of 2006 a discussion with the Member States (MS) on a proposal to review the eradication measures to apply in TSE affected flocks where BSE has been excluded. However, recently, the French Food Standards Agency (AFSSA, 2007) issued an opinion on the measures to be applied in flocks where scrapie, classical or atypical, has been detected. In that opinion AFSSA considers that the performance of the discriminatory methods used to differentiate BSE from scrapie could be limited and that the risk of transmission of classical and atypical scrapie to humans can not be excluded.

The Commission proposal to review the eradication measures to apply in TSE affected flocks where BSE has been excluded lies exactly on the basis of these two main basic concepts: (1) the fact that there's no proven epidemiological or molecular links between scrapie and TSEs in humans and (2) the ability to differentiate, by a molecular test, BSE from known atypical and classical scrapie strains. As those two main essential concepts are questioned in the AFSSA opinion it is considered necessary to request an assessment from EFSA on that subject.

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) is therefore invited to provide an assessment on:

1. the existence of new available data which could provide evidence of any epidemiological or molecular link between classical and/or atypical scrapie and TSEs in humans,

2. the performance of the current discriminatory analytical methods used for further examination of TSE positive cases and their ability to differentiate BSE from known atypical and classical scrapie strains.

3. ASSESSMENT

3.1. Pre-amble
The questions refer to the proposal of the European Commission to review the eradication measures to apply in TSE-affected flocks where BSE has been excluded. This is important to note since this limits the response to flocks in which cases of classical and/or atypical scrapie have been identified. Any positive case of TSE in small ruminants is termed as “TSE in small ruminants” which encompasses classical scrapie, atypical scrapie including Nor98 in sheep and goats as well as BSE in these species if found.
Practical definitions of TSE in small ruminants are summarized in the EFSA opinion on the classification of atypical and classical scrapie and BSE in small ruminants (EFSA, 2005) in the Table “Criteria for the categorisation of TSEs in small ruminants” (in annex 1 of the said EFSA opinion).

3.2. Small ruminants TSE agents and human

3.2.1. TSE agent diversity in ruminants

Since the Institute for Animal Health, Neuropathogenesis Unit (NPU, Edinburgh) described the biodiversity of scrapie field strains in the mid-1960’s using inbred mice, a large panel of different TSE field agents has been described. BSE-derived natural cases were described in cattle, felines, humans, captive large ruminants and more recently in a goat. The introduction of active surveillance programmes in the European Union has led to the recognition of isolates that do not conform to previous phenotypes of BSE in cattle and classical scrapie in sheep. These are currently termed for operational reasons as “atypical” BSE or scrapie, but probably reflect part of a wider spectrum of isolates not previously recognised, and in the case of atypical scrapie affecting genotypes highly resistant to clinical scrapie (Biacabe et al., 2004; Casalone et al., 2004; Benestad et al., 2003; Gavier-Widen et al., 2004; Buschmann et al., 2004).

Substantial progress has been made in recent years in the molecular characterisation of TSEs in ruminants and in humans, notably following studies aiming to differentiate BSE from other TSEs, and in investigating the link between BSE and the Variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD). Such investigations have led some authors, when comparing atypical forms of TSEs in ruminants to classical scrapie and to BSE, to notice some molecular similarities between atypical TSEs in ruminants and some human forms of prion diseases (sporadic or genetic CJD). Such findings have been reported in both atypical forms of BSE (Casalone et al., 2004; Biacabe et al., 2007) and in Nor98 or atypical scrapie in small ruminants (Everest et al., 2006; Klingeborn, 2006; Saunders et al., 2006; Arsac et al., 2007). However, these data only suggest some similarities in the molecular mechanisms of these prion diseases, which can lead to shared phenotypic features, but do not demonstrate any causal link. Any relationship between two prion diseases in two different species would require a detailed comparison of the biological properties (Bruce and Fraser, 1991; Fraser et al., 1992; Bruce et al., 1994; Bruce et al., 1997).

3.2.2. Species and transmission barriers

When prions are passaged to a new species, the incubation period is typically prolonged and the transmission rate can be lowered. Further intra-species passages then reduce and stabilize the incubation period. In some cases there is no evidence of this interspecies transmission during the lifespan of the recipient.

While this species barrier depends mostly upon the PrP gene, it is also influenced by the prion strain, which at time may give the appearance of totally overcoming the barrier. BSE appears to behave in this way, appearing more promiscuous than other prion strains as implied by isolation in a number of species other than cattle, even in natural conditions. The lower prevalence of BSE in the other species could however suggest that there remained a real barrier to transmission, even if the few data available from primates suggest a low transmission barrier (Lasmezas, 2005). Host susceptibility to a prion has been shown to be altered on passage through an intermediate species, but the outcome in terms of pathogenicity and host range cannot be
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Predicted. Preliminary evidence from passage of BSE to sheep, and onward transmission to further sheep, suggests that the biological properties of BSE do not change, as determined by incubation period in sheep (no shortening on sub-passage), incubation and lesion profile in wild type mice, and molecular characteristics (Community Reference Laboratory (CRL) for TSEs, unpublished data). A recent experimental study of BSE transmitted from cattle to sheep has, however, established a higher virulence of BSE-after its passage in sheep in a bovine transgenic mouse model (Espinosa et al., 2007).

The more general term of "transmission barrier" has been proposed to account for the strain dependence of the species barrier (reviewed in Hill et al., 2003).

3.2.3. Human species barrier permeability

The risk of human infection after exposure to an animal TSE agent is usually considered to be low because of the species barrier phenomenon. Susceptibility to animal derived TSE has only been confirmed with the BSE agent so far.

Species barriers are considered to be efficient in limiting the propagation of the TSE agent between different species. However, our understanding of the nature and effectiveness of the human species towards ruminant derived TSE agents is still poor.

The assumed lack of association between TSEs in humans and those in small ruminants is mainly based upon epidemiological studies failing to establish a link between geographical distribution and prevalence of animal TSEs (except BSE) and human TSEs (Brown, 1987; van Duijn et al., 1998), sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (s-CJD) in particular being found in countries where no ruminant-derived TSEs have been diagnosed (New-Zealand and Australia). A case control study has also failed to establish links with consumption of or exposure to materials derived from small ruminants (van Duijn et al., 1998).

It is important to recognise that the lack of association may be biased by a number of factors:

(i) The lack of a data on the historical real prevalence and distribution of small ruminant TSEs, at a time where only passive surveillance was performed;

(ii) the lack of understanding of the true biodiversity of TSEs in small ruminants in terms of both classical and atypical agents;

(iii) the lack of understanding of the diversity of TSEs in humans due to the limited molecular and bioassay characterisation of human TSEs also in relation to the number and spectrum of neurodegenerative diseases of humans;

(iv) the predicted phenotype of disease that might arise should an animal derived TSE transmit to humans.

The recognition of vCJD in human was only enabled by the very typical and particular features of this form of TSE (such as age at onset and geographic location, and phenotypic features such as the peculiar neuropathologic features and the molecular pattern aspect of PrPres). Together, these features facilitated the detection of the emergence of a new pathology. Since vCJD cases are still greatly outnumbered by cases of other human TSEs, even in the UK, and thus contribute to the overall prevalence of human TSEs in only limited fashion, epidemiology on its own could have failed to identify this particular disease.
The human species barrier can be investigated experimentally by inoculation to primates that are believed to represent the closest species to human. However it does not allow to take into account the human gene PRNP polymorphisms (in particular the M/V 129), that have been identified to play a major role on relative susceptibility towards prion disease. In addition, genes other than the PrP gene may also be influential in determining overall susceptibility to TSEs. Moreover, the cost and duration of such experiments do not make it possible to consider large scale studies.

In two experiments that were conducted with (i) scrapie adapted in hamster in squirrel monkey (*Saimiri sciureus*) (oral challenge) (Gibbs *et al.*, 1980) and (ii) natural sheep scrapie isolate in cynomologus monkey (*Macaca fascicularis*) and marmoset monkey (*Callithrix jacchus*) (intra-cerebral challenge) a transmission was demonstrated (Gibbs & Gajdusek, 1972; Baker, 1988). A recent study demonstrated the transmission by the intra-cerebral route in a macaque of one of the two atypical forms of BSE recently identified in cattle (BASE or L-type) (Casalone *et al.*, 2004), with a shorter incubation period than that previously described with typical BSE in this primate model (Lescoutra-Etchegaray *et al.*, Prion 2006).

Currently several project are under way to estimate the extent of the human species barrier to animal-derived TSEs, using transgenic models as surrogates for humans. The outcome of such experiments is to date unpredictable, and results could be difficult to interpret (Gombojav *et al.*, 2003).

Finally, route of exposure, dose, and cumulative exposures are also postulated to influence the abilities of TSE agent to cross species barriers (Jacquemot *et al.*, 2005).

In conclusion, no scientific data currently enable us to consider any TSE agent other than BSE as a zoonotic agent. However, there are significant scientific uncertainties associated with the question whether TSE agents in their whole spectrum may cross the human transmission barrier under natural conditions.

### 3.3. TSE discriminatory test

Any positive case of TSE in small ruminants is termed as “TSE in small ruminants” which encompasses classical scrapie, atypical scrapie including Nor98 and BSE in sheep and goats. Following the confirmation of BSE in a goat, EC (DG Sanco) proposed new measures to the MS and which came into force in January 2005 by the adoption of EC regulation 36/2005. They require a three step mandatory strategy for differential testing between scrapie and BSE for all confirmed positive scrapie cases in both sheep and goats. Steps include the discriminatory rapid testing (by defined Western blot protocols) of index cases detected in flocks, and further molecular testing and possibly when necessary mouse bio-assay (“strain typing”) of any isolates which look BSE-like on initial blot. All such cases are required to be submitted to testing by an approved discriminatory western immunoblot specific for the protease-resistant prion protein (PrPres), initially at the National Reference Laboratory (NRL) or other approved laboratory.

Evidence of PrPres with a low apparent molecular mass of the unglycosylated band, close to that observed in cattle with typical BSE, or a poorer staining with monoclonal antibody P4 (or equivalent N-terminal antibody according to the discriminatory blot method adopted) when compared with 6H4 (or equivalent core-directed primary antibody), or a poor PrPres signal on the blots examined with core antibodies, should trigger submission of further material to the CRL for extra consideration. Given the current uncertainty about the interpretation of molecular results,
full agreement of the results of ring trial tests (one WB, ELISA plus IHC) is required for the definitive identification of a suspect case of BSE in small ruminants, and the case should be further characterised by mouse bio-assay.

In its opinion adopted in January 2007 (EFSA, 2007) the BIOHAZ Panel indicated that:

- The scrapie/BSE discriminatory tests are robust judging by their performance against a small number of samples in a blinded ring trial organised by the EU TSE Community Reference Laboratory (Stack et al., in preparation);

- application as part of small ruminant surveillance was continuing to improve the accuracy of these prevalence estimates. However, balanced against this optimistic scenario, the BIOHAZ panel accepted that the sensitivity and specificity of the discriminatory tests had, for logistical reasons, not been experimentally evaluated and potential confounding factors, such as concomitant infection of the same animal with scrapie and BSE, remained to be investigated.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experts of the BIOHAZ panel conclude that:

1. There is no evidence for an epidemiological or molecular link between classical and/or atypical scrapie and TSEs in humans.

2. The BSE agent is the only TSE agent identified as zoonotic. However, in view of their diversity it is currently not possible to exclude transmissibility to humans of other animal TSE agents.

3. Current discriminatory tests as described in the EC legislation to be used for discrimination between scrapie and BSE appear, up to now, to be reliable for the differentiation of BSE from classical and atypical scrapie. However, at the current stage of scientific knowledge, neither their diagnostic sensitivity nor their specificity can be assumed to be perfect.

5. DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO EFSA


Opinion from the French Food Standards Agency (AFSSA) of 15 January 2007 (AFSSA, Saisine 2006 SA-0343 and 2006 SA-0195 plus annex) on the measures to be applied in flocks where scrapie, classical or atypical, has been detected. English translations provided by the AFSSA.
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